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I . INTRODUCTION
A. PURPOSE aND SCOPE OF STUDY
The subject of this investigation will be the
structure of wages in a segment of the New England econ-
omy. It is the purpose of this study to measure v/age
levels in the machinery industry in order to determine
geographical v/age differences for comparable work in nine
wage areas in this region. The thesis that will be
developed in this investigation is that the v/age structure
of a region is a complex of numerous forces all of which
operate in varying degrees to determine the division of
wage income in any area. In order to appreciate the scope
of this problem, it is merely necessary to consider the
complex condition in which wages have their origin. Such
factors as technological improvements, shifts in den/and,
population changes, changes in national income, and shift-
ing price levels are some of the forces which impinge rpon
(
2
)
wage determination in a seemingly hapliazard manner. v '
In the division of the national income, wages
are a share accruing to one of several factors of produc-
tion.
The following cities are included: Boston, Spring-
field, Bridgport, Worcester, Providence, New Haven,
Waterbury, Hartford and Lowell.
2. Jules Backman and M. R. Gainsbrugh, Behavior of
V/age s
,
National Industrial Conference Board, Inc.,
New York, 1948, p. 8.
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Since wages are an item of expense to the managers of
industry as well as a source of income to the workers,
what constitutes a proper allocation to the wage bill
in any community continues to be a source of contention
between the representatives of management and labor* It
might be generally agreed , however
,
by all parties con-
cerned that the highest possible wage level is desirable
for a community, since tnere are certain social and
economic consequences depending on the level of wage in-
come* Too high a level of wages will not permit a normal
rate of profit. Too low a level of wage income, on the
other hand, is a waste of human and material resources in
that it tends to neglect the needs of the low income
groups
•
An ideal allocation to the wage bill of each
community would presumably require that equal wages be
paid to workers of equal skill who are working at iden-
tical jobs. There is reason to believe, however, that
such a division is seldom if ever realized. It is be-
lieved that due to certain competitive forces or lack
of them, significant differences in wage levels exist
in local wage areas in Hew England whereby workers of
a given level of skill and efficiency are remunerated
at widely varying rates of pay. It is therefore the
purpose of this study to indicate the departure in
methods of wage payment from the ideal allocation of
wages defined above in several wage areas in Hew England.
.•
Jj :
.
.
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The problem nay therefore be stated as a case study of
wage differentials in local labor market areas in New
England. The procedure to be followed involves
measurement and analysis of the relative wage levels
of selected urban areas in New England in order to
determine the extent and causes of differences in wage
levels Lamong local labor market areas in this region.
B. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
One of the paradoxes of modern economic society
is the inequalities in the distribution of the rewards of
economic activity. ^ While capitalism has created enor-
mous productive capacity, it has also brought with it
great inequalities in income and living standards. This
condition was most conspicuous in the formative periods
of American industrialization when a large share of the
national wealth appeared to be concentrated in the hands
of a comparatively small percentage of the population.
Another phase of this development which has
attracted attention in recent years is the extreme vari-
ation in the distribution of wage income among the wage
earners in the United States. This marked geographic
differentiation in wage levels which has persisted in
this country is not without its social and economic
consequences
.
1. Richard A. Lester, Economics of Labor
,
New York
The Macmillan Company, 1947, p. 226.
.; .
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4It is known that industrial establishments have been
diverted from high to low wage regions in their quest
for lov/er costs. As a consequence the Federal
Government has in recent years intervened to redress
the balance by means of minimum wage legislation.
Beginning with the National Industrial Recovery Act and then,
with the Walsh-Healy Public Contracts Act of 1935 and
the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 the Federal Govern-
ment has attempted to regulate wages in the interest of
low wage groups. ^
It is generally agreed that geographic differ-
ences in wage levels have a long history and are due to
numerous factors. They can be explained in part by
differences in productivity due to the unequal distribu-
tion of natural resources and capital equipment between
the regions. This is most obviously illustrated in
North-South deviations in wage levels.
1. Leo Wolman , "Wage Rates’*, American Economic Review ,
Y/ashington, D.C., American Economic Association, Vol.
28, No. 1, March 1938, p. 126.
2. Jacob Perlman, "Extent and Cause of Differences in
Hourly Earnings," Journal of the American Statistical
Association
,
Washington, D.C., Vol. 35, No. 209,
March 1940, p.l.
3. The National Industrial Recovery Act which was passed
in May 1933 fixed maximum hours of labor and minimum
rates of pay in codes of fair competition by indus-
tries. The Public Contracts Act required concerns
that receive government contracts to piynotless than
a prevailing minimum wage determined by the Secretary
of Labor. The Fair Labor Standards Act established
a minimum wage of 40 cents an hour in covered employ-
ment. Richard A. Lester Economics of Labor
,
New York
The Macmillan Company, 1947, pp. 336-339
4. Ibid
, pp. 211-212.
.*
.
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•
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In the North are concentrated the high wage industries
such as iron and steel with their large capital require-
ments while the South is still primarily agricultural
with its industrial efforts largely concentrated in the
traditionally low-wage textile industry. ( 1 ) These
circumstances have created a large reservoir of un-
skilled labor, in the South for which the hire-price is
low. Other factors which have contributed to regional
variations in wage levels are differences in the struc-
ture of the labor market in respect to skill and
bargaining power, the degree of unionization and the
type of product or service rendered.
These conditions illustrate the chief
difficulty in minimum wage regulation. The determina-
tion of a given minimum wage would affect a low wage
region much more than regions which already pay high
wages. Minimum wage regulation has therefore been
opposed in certain quarters by those who were fearful
that such laws would cause an exodus of firms which
existed by virtue of the low labor cost in certain
regions, or that these laws would result in the
substitution of machinery for men and would merely
serve to increase unemployment.
1. A. F. H-inrichs and Arthur F. Beal, "Geographical
Differences in Hours and Wages, 1935 and 1937,"
Monthly Labor Review
,
Washington, D.G., U.S.
Government Frinting Office, Vol. 50, No. 5,
May 1940, p. 1211.
2. Richard A Lester, Lconomics of Labor , Ngw York
The Macmillian Company, 1947, p. 326.
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While many ol* these fears have proved unfounded, they
illustrate the unequal economic development of regions in
the United States with its consequent inequalities in
standards of living.
The attention which has been directed to regional
variations in wages does not imply that wage levels within
regions are uniform. Analysis on the basis of regional
variations tends to obscure intra-regional differences in
wage levels. One writer has characterized the situation by
distinguishing between ’’...regional wage plateaus, with each
one containing numerous elevations and depressions.”
While regional variations in wage levels may be ascribed to
differences in natural resources, capital equipment and
productivity, these factors are not so evident in explain-
ing variations in wage levels within regions. These differ-
ences must rather be explained in terms of monopolistic
forces operating in local labor markets, custom and chance.
G. REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN WAGES
It has been suggested that wage levels vary
considerably among regions in this country. Indeed, each
region appears to be represented by its own wage structure.
This has been established in a number of wage studies in
recent years by the Federal Government all of which
indicate well-defined regional wage differentials.
1. Jacob Perlman, "Extent and Causes of Differences in
Hourly warnings,” Journal of the American Statistical
Association, Washington, D.G., Vol 25, No. 209,
March 1940, p. 5.
.•
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A most significant study in this connection is a survey
made by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics entitled
Intercity Variations in Wage Level
s
.
^
1
^ This comprises
a survey made in 1943 of wages paid on identical jobs in
thirty-one urban areas throughout the country, Each area
was ranked on the basis of its wage position in thirty-
five occupational groups. The list of occupations
represents several industries among which are included
the metal working and food industries, financial institu-
tions, power laundries, and other '’miscellaneous”
industries. Each of the thirty-one urban areas was ranked
on the basis of its average hourly earnings for the
respective occupational groups in that area relative to a
composite occupational average for all areas, the results
of which are shown in Table 1.
Examination of the data in Table 1 reveals that
the highest wage levels are found on the Pacific Coast
whereas the lowest wage levels occur in the deep South.
New England also appears to be a relatively low wage
region. Comparison of indexes in Table 1 indicates
extreme variations in wage levels among regions. The
index for Detroit is nearly twice that of Atlanta and
one and one-half times that of Boston.
1. U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
Intercity Variations in Wage Levels
,
Bulletin No. 793
Washington, L.C., U. S. Government Printing Office
1944.
*•
.
.
.
.
.
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TABLE 1: INDEXES AND RANK OF 31 URB.JSf AREAS, BY LEVEL OF
WAGE RATES IN SELECTED OCCUPATIONS, SPRING-SUMMER OF 1943
Area
Indexes
(average
,
all areas
- 100)
Rank o f area
,
based on .
index v1 '
Manu- Non Manu- Non
factur- manufa c- factur- manufac-
ing turing ing turing
Detroit, Mich 116 1 4
Toledo, Ohio. 104 2 11
Portland, Ore 121 3 3
Seattle, Wash 136 4 1
San Francisco, Calif . . 114 135 5 2
Pittsburgh, Pa . . 113 105 6 10
Cleveland, Ohio . . Ill no 7 8
Philade lphia
,
Pa ...
.
103 8 12
Los Angeles, Calif.. . . 103 114 9 6
Milwaukee, Wis 106 10 9
Indianapolis, Ind... 100 11 17
Kansas City, Mo 88 12 22.5
Buffalo, N.Y 115 13.5 5
Chicago, 111 112 13.5 7
Washington, D.C 102 NA 15.5
Cincinnati, Ohio.... 98 101 16 15
Columbus, Ohi
Linneapolis-St . Paul
»
95 16 19
Minn 100 16 17
Baltimore, Md 93 18 20
Denver, Colo 90 NA 21
Louisville, Ky 86 19.5 24
Providence, R.I 102 19.5 13.5
Houston, Texas 83 21 25
St. Louis, Mo 88 22 22.5
Boston, Mass. 86 100 23 17
Birmingham, Ala NA 24 NA
Dallas, Texas SO 25 26
New Orleans, La 73 NA 27
Memphi s , Tenn 72 NA 28
Atlanta, Ga NA 26 NA
San Antonio
,
Texas .
.
NA 70 NA 29
1. In cases where 2 cr more cities have the same index, the
rank given represents the average of the ranks in which they
would fall; i.e., 13.5 is the average of ranks 13 and 14,
16 is the average of ranks 15, 16 and 17, etc.
NA: Data not available.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Intercity Variations in Wage Level s
.
Bulletin No. 793 7/ashing ton
D.C.,U.S. Government Printing Office, 1944 p. 6.
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The index for Detroit reflects the influence of the high
wage iron and steel and motor vehicles industries, while
the indexes for the Pacific Coast reflect the expanding
industrial development of tint region and their efforts
to attract skilled labor. The areas at the lower end
of the wage scale represent La inly the undeveloped regions
of the South. It appears that the wage structure of a
region is dependent on its industrial development. The
fundamental factors are apparently the quality of a region’s
material and human resources which reflect themselves in the
productivity of management and labor.
D. NATURE CF DATA USED IN THIS STUDY
A comparative analysis of wage levels necessarily
involves a common unit of measurement. Since it might
reasonably be assumed that wage rates, like the prices of
commodities, are determined in part by market forces, the
price of labor is a convenient unit of measurement.
It should be noted, however, that tne price of labor can
not be measured entirely in monetary terms. The consider-
ations that cause workers to sell their services to one
employer rather than another are numerous. In the first
place, labor is comparatively immobile in that workers
cannot readily shop around in various labor markets for
the best price. ^
1. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Intercity Variations in Wage Levels, Bulletin 795
Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office
1944, p.5.
2. Richard A. Lester, Economics of Labor
,
New York, The
Macmillan Company 1947, p.226
3. Ibid
, p. 106
«V
,
.
.
.
...
.
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There are ties that bind workers to their own communities.
Xni the second place, wages are not the only consideration
which induce a worker to sell his services to one employer
rather than another. There are in addition such other
factors as paid vacations, pension plans, seniority rules,
opportunities for advancement and other fringe issues which
cannot be measured in monetary terms. These other
elements of value connected v/ith a job in addition to the
wage constitute a true measure of the earnings of labor.
Consequently, in order to measure true differences
in wage levels it would be necessary to evaluate each wage
area in terms of the actual earnings of workers consisting
of wage income plus thos non-economic factors enumerated
(
2
)
above which attach to a job. ' ' It is not feasible, how-
ever, to attempt to convert to monetary terms these
intangible elements of income. Despite its inadequacy,
the unit of measurement in this investigation will have to
be wages paid in selected occupations in the machinery
industry.
The wage data to be used in this study are drawn
from a wage survey of machinery establishments by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics in January 1945. For purposes of wage
comparisons it seems necessary to secure comparable wage
data for the wage areas involved.
1. L. G. Reynolds, ’’Wage Differences in Local Labor Markets”
Ameri can Economic Review The American Economic Association
Washington, D.G., Vol. 35, no. 3, June 1946, p. 366
2. L. G. Reynolds, "Wage Differences in Local Labor Markets"
Ameri can Economic Review
,
Vol. 36, Imo.3, June 1946 The
American Economic Association, Washington, D.C. p. 367.

11
As a consequence, this investigation will undertake to
measure wages paid on seventeen identical jobs in nine wage
areas in New England. Wage data sufficiently detailed for
such purposes exist only for a relatively small group of
industries in New England. It is for these reasons that
the machinery industry in New England has been selected for
analysis in this study. ^^This would seem to be a logical
selection, since it is an industry of considerable import-
ance in New England in terms of employment and value of
product.
New England is one of the major centers of menu-
/
facturing of the type of machinery to which this wage study
relates. There were 475 establishments employing 112,000
workers engaged in this type of machinery manufacturing in
New England in 1945. The data to be used in this
study were obtained from nine wage areas in New England
centering in cities of 25,000 population or more.
1. This industrial group includes plants engaged in manu-
facturing engines and turbines, agricultural machinery
and tractors, construction and mining machinery, food
products machinery, textile machinery, woodworking
machinery, pa per -industry machinery, printing trade
machinery, general industrial machinery such as pumps,
elevators, conveyors, mechanical power-transmit ting
equipment and mechanical measuring instruments; office
and store machines, laundry equipment, sewing-machines,
refrigerators and air-conditioning units.
2. U. S. Lepartment of Labor
,
Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Wage Structure Machinery
, 1945, Washington D.C., Series
2, No. 1, Table 1, app. p. 4.

12 .
The original survey by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
covered 225 establishments employing 84,000 workers in
the machinery industry in New England. It was deemed
unnecessary by the Bureau of Labor Statistics to cover all
establishments in the wage areas except where there were
less than ten firms in which case all were included in the
sample. The number of establishments surveyed in each wage
area is shown in the following tabulation.
TABLE 2: NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS AND PERCENT OF UNIVERSE
COVERED IN WAGE SURVEY OF MACHINERY INDUSTRY
IN NEW ENGLAND BY THE BUREAU OF LABOR
STATISTICS, JANUARY 1945
Numb er of
Area Establishments Sample
New Haven, Conn. 11 50°/o
Boston, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
54 25
15 100
Bridgeport, Conn. 22 50
Hartford, Conn. 15 50
Worcester, Mass. 17 50
Lowell, Mass. 15 35.:
Water bur y , Conn
.
20 100
Providence, R. I. 28 50
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Miscellaneous Machinery
,
wage an^ Related ria c t ices
and Straight- dime Hourly Earnings , Boston
,
Mass., 1945,
Serial No. 4, 6, 12, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22.
E. SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION
The purpose of this investigation has been defined
and the materials available for use have been briefly described.
1. U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
..age Structure Machinery
,
1945, 7,ashing ton, D. C., Series
2, No. 1, Table 1, opp. p. 4.
.
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It now remains to formulatea procedure whereby the avail-
able data can be used to accomplish the desired objectives.
Since it is our intention to measure wage differences among
wage areas in New England, it is necessary to organize the
data so that the only variable will be wages paid in
machinery establishments. The original wage survey by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics will have to be modified in some
respects, because it does not meet the desired criteria.
In the original survey, not only do wages vary among areas,
but so also does the occupational structure of each wage
area. The original survey shows workers in machinery
establishments classified into various job classifications
all of which are not common to all the wage areas. In order
to secure a pure measure of variation in wage levels, it
seems desirable to have the same occupational pattern for
all wage areas included in this investigation. Wage
comparisons in this investigation will therefore be based
on a number of jobs which are common to all areas. The
wage data to be employed in this study will consist of the
average hourly earnings of experienced workers in seven-
teen occupational classifications representing skilled,
semi-skilled and unskilled types of work. The selected
occupations include both nale and female workers, and
represent maintenance, supervisory, production, inspection,
material movement, custodial and office personnel.
,s
.
:.
J
.
,
-
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By this means, wage differences will be measured with respect
to levels of pay for comparable work in the same job and indus-
try. ^
It will be demonstrated ip succeeding sections that
there are sizable differences in pay for comparable work in
New England labor markets. While there appears to be a ten-
dency towards equal pay for equal work, there are numerous
distrubing forces which prevent the completion of this equi-
librium. A factor of considerable importance is the immobil-
ity of labor to which reference has alreadybeen made. Another
limiting factor to wage equalization is the composition of the
labor force in any wage area. The facts will show that wage
differences often reflect no more than differences in the
skill and efficiency of the v/orkers. It will appear, also,
that a factor of first importance is the existence of monopo-
listic pressures in labor mirkets which introduce rigidities
into the wage structure. Y/here management is left to its own
devices, the results would appear to be a quite haphazard
variation in pay for comparable work. Union organizations, on
the other hand, labor unremittingly to achieve uniform wage
standards and working conditions. But in the final analysis,
wages as well as profits will be found to depend on the effi-
ciency and productivity of management and labor.
1. See appendices 1 and 2 for a more detailed analysis of
sample wage data.
.,
*
II. RELATIVE Y/AGS LEVELS IN NEW ENGLAND
The level of wages in a region is an excellent
measure of its economic health, since it is indicative of
the extent to which its population can share in the goods
and services that are produced. (1) It has already been
noted in the previous section that wage levels in New
England are low in comparison with regions to the North
and West. It now remains to discover the extent of wage
differences for comparable work within New England. In
the present section wage data for identical occupations
in the machinery industry will be analyzed in order to
determine relative wage levels in nine urban areas in
New England. Ey this means it will be possible to indi-
cate which are the high “wage and which are the low -wage .
areas in this region. Since wages are the sole source of
income to a large proportion of individuals in any commun-
ity, the wage position of a community can be expected to
give some indication of the economic status of wage earner
in various parts of New England.
A. MARKET ANALYSIS OF WAGES
The analysis of wage levels in New England must
proceed from some point of reference. The focal point
which will be assumed in this investigation is an equili-
brium position in which workers 7/0 uld receive equal wages
for equivalent work.
1. Charles D. Hyson and Alfred C. Neal, "New England’s
Economic Prospects”, Harvard Bus iness Review
,
Cambridge, Harvard University, Vol.3flEVT, No. 2, March
1948, p. 162.
-.
;
*
.
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This sort of equilibrium is such as would be established
when each factor of production is free to move'*Under the
impulse of self-interest from places and occujlh tions
where the pay is less to where it is more."^
1
) The
concept which might be used to describe the conditions
of wage equalization assumed in this study is tint of
the perfect labor narket. The distinction between perfect
and imperfect markets is based on economic principles. The
perfect market presupposes that decisions are determined by
impersonal market forces, whereas in the imperfect market
such decisions are generally subject to the control of
persons or groups of persons acting together.
The perfect market is necessarily an abstraction
from reality. In order to contrast actual from assumed
conditions, a few characteristics of the perfect market
may be noted. The two major requirements are (1) a large
number of buyers and sellers; and (2) a perfectly homogen-
(
rA )
ous and standardized service. ' ' The first of these
limiting factors necessarily decreases the influence of
both buyers and sellers so that there can be no collu-
sion among them to influence the general market situation
to their advantage. The secoid of the above factors
1. A. G. Tigon, Socialism Versus Capitalism , London,
Macmillan and Go., Ltd., 1938, p. LG
2. Riciard A. Lester, Kconomi cs of Labor , New York
The Macmillan Go., 1947, p. 37
3. Edward Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolis tic
Competi tion
,
Cambridge, Harvard bniversity rress,
1939, p. 16.
•.
•
•
•
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rules out any buyers’ preference for one type of service
over another. As a consequence, there is only one
price in existence at any one time for a given service.
With reference to wages, a uniform wage rate for a given
service will tend to be brought about by the action of
competition. It is obvious that the conditions described
above rarely, if ever, obtain in any actual labor situation.
Wages are more often fixed by employers or groups of workers
than by the free play of market forces. Wage determination
is therefore seldom free of monopoly elements. For example,
union closed-shop agreements restrict the freedom of workers
(
2
)
to enter the field of tbeir choice. So also do cooper-
ative agreements among employers regarding the hiring of
workers who have unpopular political views or who have been
active in union affairs. Any such pressures act to
interfere with the free play of market forces. The real
facts would seem to indicate that the labor market is very
imperfect, since wage rates are more often determined by
personal fiat than by impersonal market forces.
It can be easily demonstrated that the concept of
the perfect labor market fares rather badly when compared
with actual labor conditions. The requisite conditions
described above are more honored in the breach than the
observance. The first of these conditions which requires
1. Richard A. Lester, Economics of Labor
,
New York
,
The Macmillan Co., 1947, p. 57.
2. Ibid
, p. 102
3. Ibid
. p. 102
•.
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a large number of buyers and sellers has broken down with
the growth of large-scale business enterprises. The
evolution of the great corporations has operated to
decrease the number of buyers and increase the number of
sellers of labor to such an extent that it has been
estimated that "...there are probably 15 times as many
sellers as regular buyers of labor..." ^ 1 ^ Consequently,
management often finds itself in the position of a buyer’s
monopoly.
Neither does the second major requirement of a
standardized and homogeneous service describe actual
conditions in the labor market. Workers are so divergent
in skill and in productive ability that labor cannot
obviously be considered a homogeneous and standardized
factor. It would seem therefore, that the labor market
is not so impersonal and objective as has been assumed.
Actually, the labor market is dominated usually either by
employers’ or employees’ organizations which by concerted
action attempt to influence the course of labor relations.
These considerations suggest that there are numerous
extraneous factors in addition to market forces which
operate to create the complex of wages and working condi-
tions which are found in different wage areas.
The fact that the actual labor market does not
correspond to certain assumed conditions does not, however,
invalidate the hypothesis.
1. Richard A. Lester, Economics of Labor, New York,
The Macmillan Co., 1947, p. 105.
..
«
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In spite ol‘ its limitations, the concept of the perfect
labor market can be used as a point of reference with
which to compare actual wage conditions in New England.
The automatic adjustment which this concept implies
would tend to bring about wage equalization if it were
not for certain disturbing forces operating in the
economy. It is, therefore, the purpose of the investi-
gation to make a realistic study of actual wage conditions
in order to determine how closely they correspond to the
assumed conditions. It is also necessary to determine and
evaluate the factors which cause actual wage conditions to
deviate from the equilibrium position of the perfect labor
market .
3. MEASUREMENT OF WAGE DIFFERENTIALS
There are various types of wage differentials
found under actual wage conditions. For example, it is
required by law to pay differentials for overtime hours.
Wage differentials are also known to exist depending on
age, race and sex. In this study, however, wage differen-
tiation will be considered in tow of its major aspects.
There are in the first place, differences in wages for
equivalent work in different localities. Secondly, there
are wage differentials by occupation, the purpose of which
is to compensate workers in accordance with their skill and
efficiency. The present section therefore, will be devoted
to the development of a general measure of the wage levels
of a number of areas in New England, and also to a measure
..
,
.
.
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of variation in pay by occupation among localities.
It bas been considered necessary to approach
this wage investigation from the standpoint of a single
industry. It does not appear to be feasible to compare
wage levels in terms of a varying industrial and occupa-
tional structure for several reasons. In the first place
it is probable that each industry has its own characteris-
tic wage structure for which reason it would seem to be
preferable to use a single homogeneous industry. Also, it
is more than likely that the areas compared will differ in
industrial composition. As a result, industries will vary
in importance from area to area and may not exist at all
in some areas. Under such circumstances an area might
show a high wage level in comparison with some other area
f 9because of relatively high wage industries located there.
Finally, since the coverage of this investigation is limited
by the availability of comparable wage data, it seems
necessary to limit the analysis to a single representative
industry in New England. This method is designed to present
a measure of differences in pay for equivalent work within
the same frame -work for all areas.
The problem at this point is to summarize in a
single expression the levels of wages in the machinery
1. Lily Mary David and Harry Ober, "Intercity Wage Differ-
ences", 1945-46, Trends in Wage Differential
s
: 1907-47
,
Serial No. R. 1932, United States Department of Labor p.8
2. Ibid .
-.
.
,
.
:
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industry in nine wage areas in New England. It is possible
to attack this problem in a variety of ways depending upon
the type of measurement that is desired. The wage level
may either be expressed in terms of cents per hour or as
index numbers. The method of absolute differences is
rejected, because its significance varies with changes in
wages. This study will therefore utilize the alterna-
tive method of index numbers by means of which the wage
areas will be ranked in terms of relative differences in
wages. The index numbers developed for this purpose are
designed to present a cross-sectional analysis of the
level of wages in each area.
This method of presentation is intended to analyze
wage differentiation in New England as a problem in two
parts. The first method of presentation will show an index
for each area based on the average hourly earnings for the
sample occupations weighted by the number of employees in
each occupation. The second method of presentation to be
used in this section will be an analysis of wage differen-
tials by occupations in order to show variations in pay by
job classifications among wage areas, and the wage spread
between skilled and unskilled rates of pay by wage areas
in New England
.
1. Lily Mary David and Harry Ober, "Intercity Wage Differences,
1945-46”, Trends in Wage Dif ferential
s
: 1907-47
,
Serial
No. B. 1932, United States Department of Labor, p. 8.
..
•
;
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c. rank of wage areas
The first objective at this stage is to rank nine
wage areas in New England with respect to their relative
levels of pay for comparable work, and to indicate by this
means the extent of wage differences among labor market
areas in this region. In order to eliminate the effects of
varying industrial composition in particular areas, the
same occupational classifications will be used to represent
each area. It is evident from the measures of reliability
and significance developed in Appendix 2 that this method
is subject to some margin of error. The tests of signifi-
cance in the Appendix 2 indicate that the selected job
classifications are not equally representative of all areas.
In spite of these limitations,, however, a list of seventeen
job classifications in the machinery industry will be used
to represent each area. The occupations to be used are the
numerically important jobs which cover the range of rates
among skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled jobs. This type
of sampling will facilitate analysis and at the same time
provide a representative cross-section of the wage structure
of machinery establishments in each area.
The list of occupations selected for this invest-
igation is designed to meet the specifications of a stratified
sample. The pur- pose of stratification is to insure that the
various elements of a population are proportionately
represented. In this instance the strata are the job classi-
fications into which the wage structure of an industry is
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commonly subdivided. The principle of selection that has
been utilized is to include all occupations in the machinery
industry which are common to all the nine wage areas. On
this basis it would seem that the most common and numerically
important segments of the wage structure of the machinery
industry in New England are represented in the sample The
occupational data represent experienced workers only, and
exclude apprentices, trainees and handicapped workers. In
several cases the job classifications are subdivided into
grades designated as A, B, and G. In each case Glass A is
the most highly skilled grade in the classification and
Classes B and C represent successively lower grades of skill.
The list of job classifications which have been
selected for analysis in this investigation include the
follow ing:
Assemblers, Class A
Assemblers, Class B
Assemblers, Cla ss C
Carpenters, maintenance
Machine tool operators, miscellaneous
machines
Stock clerks
Tool and die makers
Turret-lathe operators, Class A
Turret-lathe operators, Class B
Turret-lathe operators, Class C
Truck drivers
Working foremen ,
,
Drill press operators Class C
Inspectors, Class/
'
Clerks, payroll '
Clerk-typists v 1 '
The next step is to determine an index of the
relative wage levels of nine wage areas in New England.
1. Female workers only
;t
.
—
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For this purpose there are available tabulations issued by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics showing the average hourly earnings
and number of workers by occupation and wage area, d) The
wage info ima ti on for each of the sample occupations consists
of straight-time average hourly earnings exclusive of over-
time, shift premiums and nonproduction bonuses which are
dependent on factors other than the output of workers, It is
now required to obtain a summary expression of the wage data
described above. The procedure by which this may be done is
to combine the average hourly earnings of the sample occupa-
tions in all areas into a composite regional average weighted
by the number of employees in each occupation. An average for
each area was then similarly determined by summarizing the
wage data for each area. The net result is an over-all aver-
age hourly wage far 1 all areas together with an average hourly
( 2 )
wage for each wage area as shown in Table 5.
TABLE 5: RANK OF WAGE AREAS BY AVERAGE HOURLY
EARNINGS FOR SELECTED OCCUPATIONS IN
MACHINERY INDUSTRY IN NINE WAGE AREAS
IN NEW ENGLAND, JANUARY 1945
Area Average Hourly Earnings
Springfield, Mass. #1.033
~
New Haven, Conn. .979
Bridgeport, Conn. .950
Boston, Mass. .918
Providence, R. I. .918
Waterbury, Conn. .888
V/orcester, Mass. .884
Hartford, Conn. .879
Lowell, Mass. .855
Average- all areas .914
Source: Computed from tabulations issued by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12,
15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, Boston, January 1945.
1. U.S . Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Miscellaneous Machinery
,
Wage and Rela ted i ractices and
Straight-time Hourly warnings
,
Ser ial Nos. 4, 6, 12, 13, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22.
2. See appendix 3 for detailed calculations.
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Having thus obtained an average hourly wage for each
area, it is next necessary to obtain an index number for each
area. This is accomplished by expressing the average rate for
each area as a percentage relative of the composite average
for all areas. The index numbers were finally adjusted to
average 100 percent. The results of the above calculations
are shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4: INDEXES AND HANK OF NINE URBAN AREAS IN
NEW ENGLAND BY LEVEL OF WAGE RATES FOR
SELECTED OCCUPATIONS IN MACHINERY
ESTABLISHMENTS, JANUARY 1945
Area
Average
Wage Rate
Unad jus ted
Index (1)
Adj us ted
Index (2)
Springfield, Mass. &1.033 113.0 111.9
New Haven, Conn. .979 107.1 106.1
Bridgeport, Conn. .950 103.9 102.9
Boston, Mass. .918 100.4 99.5
Providence, R.I. .918 100.4 99.5
Water bury, Conn. .888 97.2 96.2
Wor ce s t er
,
Ma ss
.
.884 96.7 95.8
Hartford, Conn. .879 96.2 95.3
Lowell, Mass. .855 95.5 92.6
1. Average hourly earnings for all areas equals 100.
2. Adjusted to average 100 by dividing each item in
unadjusted index by average of all items.
Source: Computed from tabulations issued by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12,
15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, Boston, January 1945.
The extent of variation in pay for comparable work
in nine urban areas in New England is shown in Table 4. This
table also indicates how the areas rank with respect to levels
of pay for the same occupations in the same industry. It is
evident that there is considerable dispersion in pay for
comparable wo rk in New England. Springfield and Lowell rank
highest and lowest respectively in terms of average hourly
wages
..
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It may be noted that, contrary to expectations, the two largest
cities, Boston ana Providence, rank only fourth. It v/ill be
evident from a comparison of Table 4 with Table 1 that wage
dispersion is much less pronounced in New EngLand than it is
in the country as a whole. The indexes of 31 urban areas in
the United States range from 70 to 131, while in New England
the range is 93 to 112.
D. OCCUPATIONAL WAGE DIFFERENTIALS
The immediate purpose of this chapter was to consider
two phases of wage differentiation in New England. In the
previous section the first of these phases has been dealt with
by the development of wage indexes for nine urban areas in
New England. These indexes indicate tint wage differences for
comparable work do exist in this region. While the indexes
measure the extent of wage differentiation in New England wage
areas, they reveal nothing of the elements which have combined
to produce these wage differences. It now remains to examine
the data more closely in order to determine the nature of wage
differentiation in New England. This may be done by breaking
down the data into occupational levels whereby the variation
between areas may be observed more closely.
While in the previous section an over-all measure
of wage differentiation was obtained, it is the purpose of
the present section to develop a cross-sectional measurement
of wage differentiation by occupation. More specifically,
the treatment of this phaseof the problem will be to develop
..
.
-
.
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indexes to show the variation in wages among wage areas for
specific occupations. To construct such indexes it is merely
necessary to relate the average hourly earnings for each job
classification to a base rate. The base rate in this instance
is the average hourly wage for all areas which is 91.4 cents.
This has been done in Table 5 in which the indexes ?/ere com-
puted by dividing the weighted average hourly rate for each
occupation in each area by the base rate the result of which
was then multiplied by 100. The inform ti on detailed in this
table is designed to show the occupational wage pattern in
New England . //age areas.
The wage indexes in Table 5 show the relationship
of each occupation to the base and to each other. For
the purposes of this investigation two factors are high-
lighted by these indexes. These indexes show in the first
place the step-like pattern of wages for different occupa-
( 2 )tions requiring varying degrees of skill and training. ' '
It is obvious that the indexes tend to increase according to
the technical skill demanded by each job classification.
This relationship should not occasion any surprise, since
it is the purpose of occupational differentials to promote
efficiency in the labor force by attracting and compensating
workers according to their skill and productivity. The
differences in pay among various types of labor reflect merely
differences in skill and efficiency.
1. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
"Machinery 1945", Occupational a e Relationships ,
Series, I, No. 1 p. 3.
2. Ibid
, p. 5
.•
,
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TABLE 5: INDEXES OF AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS FOR KEY
OCCUPATIONS IN MACHINERY INDUSTRY IN NINE
WAGE AREAS IN NEW ENGLAND, JANUARY 1945
Occupation Bos-
ton
Spr ing-
field
Bridge-
port
Worces-
ter
Provi-
dence
flew
Haven
Water-
bury
Hart
ford
Low-
ell
Assemblers ,A 115 128 105 117 106 124 118 108 115
Assemblers ,B 100 114 102 102 97 105 107 116 92
Assembl er s ,C 81 97 86 102 84 94 111 91 81
Carpenters
,
maintce 107 115 110 115 101 118 114 107 95
Janitors 78 95 82 75 75 78 90 78 71
Machine-tool
opers
misc-mach. 104 105 100 89 97 107 105 102 94
Stock clrks 89 91 94 82 84 84 100 88 82
Tool and die
mkrs
.
150 155 141 126 152 151 150 155 117
Turret-lathe
opers
.
,
A
126 156 150 115 114 129 126 105 104
Turret-la the
pper s ,B 104 109 117 96 106 115 117 120 90
Turret-lathe
oper s ,
C
90 95 115 85 105 95 98 110 72
Tr0fSrs. 95 98 92 97 90 106 108 95 86
Wrking
foremn. 152 155 159 125 118 127 125 159 125
Dr ill-prss
ope rs
,
C 78 95 85 85 80 70 91 82 72
Inspctrs ,C 76 85 85 72 76 74 85 74 76
Clks-payrll 78 85 85 71 74 78 74 78 66
Clks-typsts 65 78 71 65 65 72 70 68 61
Source: Computed from tabulations issued by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
Boston, January 1945.
A more significant wage relationship is revealed, however,
by these indexes. Of particular importance to this investigation is
the wide and continuous variation in pay among the wage areas for
specified jobs. The indexes show a rather haphazard
degree of variation in pay among wage areas for comparable work.
1. E. L. Thorndike, "The Variation in Wage-Ratios”, The quarterly
Journal of Economics, Cambridge, Harvard University Press,
Vol . 54, No. 5, May 1940, p. 570
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These variations cannot be explained by differences in job
content, since the wage data were collected with the aid of
job descriptions in order to assure uniformity of classifi-
cation. The indexes in Table 5 show clearly tiat tnere is
a wide zone of wage rates in effect for comparable work in
New England labor markets on jobs which pre sumabl'y require
similar training and skill. One is tempted to interpret
the indexes in Table 5 as evidence that wage administration
is based more on custom and chance rather than on any optimum
division of income accordir^ to skill and productivity. ^
The lack of uniformity in these wage indexes among areas would
seem to suggest tint management is either over-paying on some
jobs or under-paying on other jobs.
E. SUMMARY
The subject natter of this section has now gone full
circle from hypothesis to fact. The hypothesis was introduced
at the outset that supply and demand under conditions of
competition would tend to eliminate wage inequities among
adjacent wage areas. The actual facts indicate that there is
considerable diversity in pay for comparable work in New Eng-
land wage areas. It is obvious tint wage determination in
actual labor markets does not correspond to the ideal alloca-
tion of wage income which is prescribed by perfect competition.
1. E. L. Thorndike, "The Variation in Wage Ratios"
The Quarterly Journal of Eco nomics
,
Cambridge, Harvard
University Press, Vol. 54, No. 5, May 1940, p. 37 0.
.*
l
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There appears to be sufficient evidence at this point to
classify some communities in New England as high wage areas
and others as low wage areas. According to the indexes in
Table 4, Springfield and New Haven would surely be listed
under the former heading and Lowell under the latter head-
ing.
.
III. THE CAUSES 0? WAGE DIVERSITY IN NEW ENGLAND
The previous chapter has demonstrated that workers
who sell their labor in New England are likely to receive
varying wages for the same job depending on the locality
where the sale takes place. It is obvious that the concept
of the perfect labor market, which prescribes equal wages
for equivalent work, does not apply in any great degree to
actual wage conditions in New England. There seems to be,
however, some such tendency toward wage equalization opera-
ting in the New England economy. While variation in pay for
comparable work in New England is significant, it is not so
marked as wage diversity in the rest of the country. This
would seem to indicate that the factors which make for wage
diversity in the rest of the country operate with less force
in the New England economy. Consequently, the problems that
remain to be analyzed at this stage are those concerned with
the causes of wage diversity in New England.
Among the numerous factors that influence wage deter-
mination, there is probably none more significant than the phy-
sical productivity of a region. The physical productivity of
the economy determines the income which will be available for
distribution. While productivity explains the size of the
national income, it does not help to explain its manner of divi-
sion among the factors of pr oduct ion,^ 1 ^ It is evident that the
1. Richard A. Lester, Economics of Labor , New York, The
Macmillan Company, 1947, p. 196.
'.
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productivity of the American economy cannot be ascribed
entirely to the labor element, but also to such related
factors as the availability of natural resources, methods
of technology, the size of the market and the standardization
and specialization of production. ^ As a consequence, it
it is not possible to consider wage income in isolation from
the rest of the economy. There are in fact other claims to
the rewards of efficiency and productivity oesides the worker;
namely, the investor, management and the consumer. In a
dynamic economy all the contributing interests must share in
the gains of free enterprise in order to maintain a stable
economy. It is not, however, within the scope of this inves-
tigation to analyze the division of the national income amor^
all the factors of production, but only with reference to
wage income. Consequently, it now remains in the present
section to consider some of the forces which influence wage
determine. tion in New England and to assess approximately the
significance of each.
A. THE INFLUENCE OF NON-WAGE BENEFITS ON WAGES
The perfect labor market which has been assumed as
a point reference in this investigation is a hypothetical
equilibrium in which workers of comparable skill and industry
would receive equal pay for equivalent work. The theory of
the perfect market presumes that wages would tend to be equal-
1. Jules Backman and M.R. Gains brugh, Behavior of Wages
,
New York, National Industrial Conference Board, Inc., 1948
p . 55
.
2. Ibid .
•;
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ized throughout the country, if workers were free to move at
will in response to economic incentives. For purposes of
comparative analysis it has been assumed that economic incen-
tive can be measured in terms of monetary remuneration alone.
The results of this analysis show that labor markets in New
England and throughout the country are far from perfect whai
measured in terms of wage payments. It is now necessary,
however, to make corrections for a number of conditions which
have been assumed to be equal in this investigation.
The present organization of social and economic
activity requires most individuals to work for a living. While
it is probably true that an adequate wage is the strongest in-
centive to performance, there are also other incentives which
prompt workers to accept their lot in life more or less
ungrudgingly. These additional incentives other than the wage
would include possibilities of promotion, security of employ-
ment, bonuses, paid vacations, paid holidays, pension systems,
insurance benefits, free medical care and other benefits of a
similar nature. While it is not possible to measure the
importance of these benefits in cents per hour equivalents,
they undoubtedly play a vital part in the American social
structure. It is probable that the working conditions in any
area contribute significantly to the satisfaction of workers
in that area and must be considered in evaluating their
economic status.
Despite the difficulty in evaluating the relation-
ship between wage payments and non-wage benefits in any labor
market, it is theoretically significant. The theory of the
.'
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perfect labor market can be supposed to require wage equaliza-
tion not in terms of money wages alone but in the total attract-
iveness that a job provides in wages and other perquisites.
The information detailed in Tables 6 and 7 is intended to evalu-
ate a number of regions throughout the country and a number of
wage areas in New England in terms of their supplementary wage
practices. In the tabulation for New England wage areas in
which the areas are ranked in the stub according to wage levels,
there appears to be no pronounced tendency for non-wage benefits
to vary directly or inversely with .the. wage levels. It might
be supposed that establishments in t he low-wage category migh t
offer compensatory non-wage benefits, or conversely, that
establishments in the high wage brackets might also offer gen-
erous non-wage benefits, but there appears to be no evidence of
such correlation.
When New England is compared with other regions in
the country, however, a significant relationship maybe noted.
It should be recalled from a previous section that New England
rqmks rather low in terms of actual money wages compared with
regions to the North and Y/est, but it is evident from Table 7
that New England stands well above average in terms of supple-
mentary wage benefits. This would seem to indicate that Nev;
England employers place considerable emphasis on welfare
policies for their workers in an effort to promote satisfaction
1. L. G. Reynolds, ’’Wage Differences in Local Labor Markets,”
The American Economic Review
,
Y/ashington, D.C., The
American Economic Association, Vol. 56, No. 3, June 1946,
pp. 366-67.
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among their personnel and at the same time keeping down wage
costs. Consequently, it would appear that particularly in New
England, wage income must be corrected for all those intangible
elements of income which do not show in the pay envelope, but
must nevertheless be considered a part of wage income.
TABLE 6: EXTENT AND TYPE OF SUPPLEMENTARY WAGE PRACTICES
IN MACHINERY
INDUSTRY IN NINE WAGE AREAS IN NEW ENGLAND
JANUARY 1945
Percent of plant;s with: (1)
Incen- Nonpro- Insur-
tive due tion Paid ance and
Sys- bonu- vaca- pension
Wage Area terns ses tions plans
Springfield, Mass . 38 62 77 85
New flaven, Conn. 27 64 55 27
Bridgeport, Conn. 23 77 82 64
Boston, Mass. 19 54 65 50
Providence, R.I. 25 46 79 32
Waterbury, Conn. 50 45 90 55
Worcester, Mass. 12 71 82 71
Hartford, Conn. 62 92 69 54
Lowell, Mqss. 27 47 93 47
1. Tabulation covers plant workers only.
Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Miscellaneous Machinery, Wage and Rela ted Practices
and Straight-time Hourly Ear nings , January 1945,
Boston, Mass., Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12, 13, IS, 19,
20
,
21
,
22 .
B. VARIATION IN WAGES BY SEX
The infornation detailed in Table 8 indicates that
wages for women workers average considerably less than do wages
for male workers. This differential in earnings is due partly
to the fact that women workers are usually younger and less
c? c
.
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TABLE 7: EXTENT AND TYPE OF SUPPLEMENTARY WAGE
PRACTICES IN MACHINERY INDUSTRY IN
NINE REGIONS IN THE UNITED STATES
JANUARY 1945
PERCENT OF PLANTS WITH: ^
Reg ion
Incen-
tive
Sys
tem
Nonpro-
duction
Bonu-
ses
Paid
Vaca-
tions
Insur-
ance anc
Pensi oi
Plans
United States 14 50 69 50
New England 20 57 73 53
Middle Atlantic 16 46 72 44
Border States 8 50 49 35
Southeast 3 36 36 38
Great Lakes 18 54 71 60
Middle West 6 44 75 59
Southwest 5 45 53 36
Mountain 12 29 53 47
Pacifi
c
2 50 82 45
1. Tabulation covers plant workers only.
Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Machinery
,
1945
,
Washington, D. C., Series 2, No. 1.
experienced and also to the fact that women workers tend to
£e concentrated in the low-wage, unskilled occupations. ^
While it is not the purpose of this study to investigate
differentials in pay due to sex, one phase of this situation
would appear to be pertinent to our analysis. According to
Table 8 there appears to be a suggestion of correlation be-
tween the proportion of women workers in a given wage area
and the wage status of that area. In areas where women
workers comprise a substantial proportion ol
1. Richard A. Lester, Economics of Labor
,
New York, The
Macmillan Company, 1947, pp. 202-203.
'.
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the total working poulation, the lower pay which is usually
the lot of wome n workers would appear to exert a depressing
influence on the average wage for all workers in that area.
The wage differential between men and women workers is
least for Springfield which ranks highest in terms of average
hourly earnings for all workers. While New Haven ranks high-
est in terms of the male-female wage differential, the
relatively small proportion of romen workers in New Haven
machinery establishments is apparently not sufficient to bring
down appreciably The average wage position of New Haven. At
the lower end of the table and in the low-wage areas the nale-
fernale wage differential and the proportion of women workers
would seem to suggest a depressing influence ih those areas.
This type of discrimination would seem to be a limiting fac-
tor to wage equalization for comparable work in labor markets.
C. WAGE DIFFERENCES BY SIZE OF COMPANY
It is generally believed that production is more
efficient and consequently more profitable in large companies
than in small companies. The belief in the efficacy of large
scale production arises from the presumption that the large
industrial units can buy their raw material and manufacture
and distribute their products more cheaply than small compan-
ies. ^ ^ In any business enterprise it is obviously the goal
1. Edward Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic Competiti on ,
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1939, p. 202.
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TABLE 8: VARIATION IN EMPLOYMENT AND WAGES BY SEX
IN MACHINERY ESTABLISHMENTS IN NINE WAGE
AREAS IN NEW ENGLAND, JANUARY 1945
Wage Area
Employme nt
Avg. Hourly
Earnings
Rati o
m/f
&..H.E.
!To. of Employees Pe rcents
Total Male Femal
e
Mai e Female Male Female
Springfield, Mass. 5846 4610 1256 79 21 1.07 0.85 126
New Haven, Conn. 1218 1094 124 90 10 1.08 .78 158
Bridgeport, Conn. 2759 2055 684 75 25 1.01 .79 128
Boston, Mass. 5457 2854 585 85 17 .99 .75 156
Providence, R. I. 5685 2964 719 80 20 .94 .74 127
Waterbury, Conn. 24501 15219 9082 65 57 1.02 .78 151
Worcester, Mass. 2004 1655 551 85 17 .95 .70 156
Hartford, Conn. 1479 1041 458 70 50 .96 .75 151
Lowell, Mass. 1086 941 145 87 15 .88 .64 157
Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Miscellaneous Machinery
,
Viage and Rela ted i racti ces
and Rela ted -tract ices and Straight Time hourly Earnings ,
January 1945, Boston, Mass., Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12, 15,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22.
of management to discover the most efficient scale of porauction
in order to realize the most profitable operation. The advan-
tages of large-scale production lie in Hie possibilities of
specialization. As the scale of output is increased, the methods
of production can be changed through the extended use of mechan-
ical processes. At a low output the most efficient method of
pro du cti on wo uld be highly specialized hand labor. With greater
output, however, highly specialized nachinery can be used. While
costs are high for a low volume of output the fuller utilization
of specialized factors will make for decreasing costs with
increasing output.
1. Edward Chamberlin, The Tire ary of Monopolistic Competition ,
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1959, p. 202.
.!
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But the most efficient scale of production does not vary
directly with the size of operation without limitation. Costs of
production will decrease until the most efficient scale of produc-
tion becomes complex and cumbersome. ^ The most efficient scale
of operation will vary widely from company to company. There are
probably numerous situations in which large scale production is
neither essential nor profitable. The data in Table 9 would seem
to confirm this contention. This tabulation is a comparison of
average hourly earnings by occupation among large and she 11
companies. The data in Table 9 indicate that in 60 percent of
the cases the average hourly earnings of workers in large compan-
ies exceed those of workers in snail companies due possibly to the
economies of large scale production. While this is not conclusive
evidence, the results would seem to indicate that in many cases
the large companies are able to pay higher wages than the small
compa nie s
.
D. VARIATION IN EARNINGS DUE TO METHOD OF WAGE PARENT
The actual functioning of the wage system is a necessary
consideration in any business enterprise since wages are usually
a significant factor in operating expenses. It would seem that
the ideal system of wage control should somehow relate wages to
the level of production so as to provide an index of personnel
needs and costs. Wage payment plans are either based on measured
time or measured production. There are numerous variations of
the above classifications in actual practice particularly in wage
plans based on measured production. While wages are not related
1. Edward Chamberlin, The The or y o f Monopolistic Compet iti on ,
Cambridge, Harvard University, Press, 1939, p. 21
.*
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TABLE 9: COMPARATIVE EFFECT OF SIZE OF COMPANY ON
AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS IN MACHINERY
INDUSTRY IN FOUR WAGE AREAS IN NEW
ENGLAND JANUARY 1945
New Provi- Water- TTf
Occupation Haven Bos ton dence bury
Total number of /’s 13 6 10 11
Total number of -*s 1 10 5 1
Assemblers, A + (2) +
Assemblers, B 4- — (2) (2)
Assemblers
,
C
Carpenters
,
+ + -h
Mainte nance t- ~h — ~h
Jan i tors
Machine tool opers,
(1)
—
-h (2)
misc. machines — + ~h
Stock clerks
Tool and die
+
-h + (2)
makers
Turret-lat he
+ i~
(2)
+ +
opers
. ,
a
Turret-lathe
—
-h
opers., B
Turret-lathe
-t ~h -h
oper s
. ,
C
~h ~h -h +
Truck drivers —
~h -h
Work i ng for eme n
Drill-press
,
— + ~h
opers., C ~h 1- -t ~h
Inspectors, C (1) —
-h (2)
Clerks, payroll (2) — (2)
Clerk- typists — — —
Percent of workers
in large estab- .
lishments 23% 44% 49% 64%
Legend: % Earnings in large companies greater than in
small companies.
- Earnings in large companies less than in
snail companies.
1. None employed in large establishmen ts
2. Equal pay for both large and small establishments
3. Large establishments are those with over 250
employees in Nev/ Haven and Boston, and over 500
employees in Providence and Water bury.
4. Data not available for other areas.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Mis cellaneous Machinery
,
Wrage and Rela ted Practi ces
,
and S tra iff ht Time Hourly Earnings , January, 1945
Boston, Mass.
,
Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 21.
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directly to production in time plans, it is the purpose of
incentive ms thods of wage payment to compensate workers in
accordance with their output whether measured in terms of
individual or group performance.
While the advantages to management of wage plans
based on measured production are obvious as a means of
controlling costs, it is pertinent to inquire of their effects
on the earnings of workers. The information in Table 10 would
seem to indicate the differential influence of wage payment
plans on average hourly earnings. According to Table 10, it
is noticeable that the average hourly earnings of incentive
workers exceed those of time workers in 80 percent of the
cases in occupations where both time and incentive methods
of wage payment are used. Consequently, there would seem to
be a conspicuous degree of correlation betY/een average hourly
earnings and method of wage payment. It also appears that the
high Y/age areas of Springfield, New Haven and Bridgeport pay a
substantial proportion of their wo iking population on an incen-
tive basis. The method of v/age payment, therefore, appears to
exert a considerable influence on wage dispersion in New Eng-
land wage areas.
E. THE INFLUENCE OF EMPLOYEES * ORGAN IZATIONS ON WAGES
The concept of collective bargaining between manage-
ment and employees is often considered in terms of industrial
democracy end social control. While collective bargaining is
undoubtedly of some significance as a means of communication
between management and labor, it is necessary in this section
. >:
. . i.
.
.
/ .
.
• a - j •
.
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TABLE 10: COMPARATIVE EFFECT OF METHOD OF WAGE
PAYMENT ON AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS
IN MACHINERY INDUSTRY IN SEVEN
WAGE AREAS IN NEW ENGLAND
JANUARY, 1945
Occupation
Spring-
fie Id
New
-Haven
Bridge-
port
Bos-
ton
Pr ovi-
dence
Water-
burv
Hart-
.ford
(3)
Total No. of -/' s 15 9 11 10 8 6 7~
Total No. of — 1 s 0 1 1 2 1 5 4
Assemblers, A + 4- -h -h _ (1) U)
Assemblers, B + — ~h + — -t
Assemblers, C
Carpenters
,
-h + -
—
+
-h +
Maintenance + (1) (l) (1) (1) (1) (1)
Janitors
Machine-tool
opers
.
,misc
.
,
~h (1) (1) (1) (1)
machines
-t — -h -h ~h ~h
Stock- clerks
Tool and die
+- (1)
-h (1) (1) (1)
makers
Turret-lathe
+ (1) + — (1) (1) —
opers., A
Turret-lathe
+
~h -t + + + —
opers., B
Turret-la the
+ + + + -h
opers., C + ~b + f + + +
Truck drivers
-h (1) (l) (1) (1) — +
Working foremen
Drill-press
-h i- t h ~h ~ —
opers., C
-h -f + -h ~h + —
Inspectors
,
C
~b (1) ~h ~h (1) — ~h
Clerks-payroll (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)
Cler k-typists
Percent of workers.^*
on incentive basis' ‘
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)
49% 33% 35% 16% 1—
1
13% 40%
Legend: -/ incentive earnings greater than time earrings.
- incentive earnings less than time earnings.
1. No incentive workers
2. Worcester, 21%, Lowell, 10%
3. Data not available for other areas.
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Miscel laneous Mach inery
,
Wage and Relat ed gractices ,
and Stra ight-Time
,
Hourly Earnings , January, 1945,
Boston, Mass., Serial Nos., 4, 6, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20,
21
,
22
.
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to restrict its meaning to its actual economic power and program.
The process of collective bargaining derives its impetus from
the imperfections of the ]a bcr market. The program of labor
organizations is based on the principle that economic power
varies directly with numbers. Y7here an individual employee
standing along would have little bargaining power in any organ-
ization, the collective action of a large number of employees
is frequently able to enforce demands which would not other-
wise be readily granted.
As a consequence, the economic program of labor
organizations has its political aspects. In order to raise
labor standards, labor unions must attract a considerable
following among industrial workers. In order to rally indus-
trial workers to the cause of labor unionism, the major efforts
in collective bargaining are in most cases confined to achiev-
ing a tangible reward for the membership. And indeed, the
economic power of collective action is clearly evident in Ihe
data assembled in Table 11. The tabulation shows that in 83
percent of the cases the average hourly earnings of union
workers exceed those of non-union workers. The existence of
this wage differential in favor of union members is undoubt-
edly due in large part to collective action by labor organiza-
tions .
F. THE INFLUENCE OF EMPLOYERS* ORGAN IZATI 0N5 ON WAGES
The dynamics of labor relations appear to center
around monopolistic control of the labor market either by
management or labor. The objective of these contending

TABLE 11: COMPARATIVE EFFECT OF EMPLOYEES' ORGANIZATIONS
ON AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS IN MACHINERY
INDUSTRY IN FIVE WAGE AREAS IN
NEW ENGLAND
,
JANUARY, 1945
Occupation
Spring
field
Bri dge
port
Bod
ton
Provi-
dence
V/ater
bury
Total no. of -/>'s 16 13 12 13 14
To tal no . of - ' s 1 4 3 3
Assemblers, A + t- + _
Assemblers, B + -h ~h h t-
Assemblers, C
Carpenters
,
+ + (2) -h -+
Maintenance t- + + -f +
Janitor s
Machine-tool
opers., misc.
+ + + +
machines +- (1) — -h —
Stock clerks
Tool and die
+ — -h (2) +
makers
Tur re t-la the
+ + + + +
Oper s
. ,
A
Turret-lathe
+
-f + + +
opers., B
Turret-lathe
~h -f
-h + -h
opers., C
-h +- t + — .
Truck drivers + — + + +
Y/orking foremen
Drill-press
+ —
oper s
.
,
C + -t — +-
Inspectors, C
-h + -f A f-
Clerks, payroll —
-h ~h — —
Cl ark- typists
Percent of work-
ers covered by
+ •f- +•
union agreemnts 89% 43% 42% 53% 91%
Lengend: earnings of union workers greater than non-
union workers
earnings of union workers less than non-union
workers
1. No union woike rs
2. Earnings same for union and non-union woikers
3. Data not available for other areas.
Source: U*S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Miscellaneous Mach inery Wage and Relat ed Practices
and Strait t-Time Hourl y Earnirgs , January 1945,
Boston, Mass., Serial nos. 4, 6, 12, 15, 18, 19, 20,
21
,
22 .
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forces is domination in matters affectirg price, demand for
and supply of labor. While in the previous section the effects
of collective action on the labor side were studied, it yet
*
remains to analyze the effects of parallel organizations on
the management side, tbs purpose of which is to combine employ-
ers in a solid front in matters relating to labor issues. A
marked characteristic of the local labor scene, which is favor-
able to management, appears to be the inertia with which it
responds to economic pressures. This is clearly evident in
Tables 12 and 15 in which data are assembled relative to the
range of rates in effect at a given time in the same wage
area for the same job. In this tabulation there is strik-
ing evidence of variation in pay for comparable work in the
same industry and area. Demand and supply apparently do not
eliminate wage inequities even within narrow geographical
limits
.
The information detailed in Tables 12 and 15 indi-
cates a wide zone of rates in effect for the same job in each
area. It should be noted in the above tabulations that the
average range has been determined for all the sample occupa-
tions utilized in this study and also for a group of occupa-
tions that are customarily paid on a time basis. The purpose
of this distinction is to correct for the effects of incen-
tive wage plans which would ordinarily be expected to vary
much more than time plans since the former depend on the
efficiency and industry of each worker. Even when this
allowance is made, the average range for hourly-rated

TABLE
12:
RANGE
OF
AVERAGE
HOURLY
EARNINGS
BY
OCCUPATION
IN
MACHINERY
INDUSTRY
IN
NINE
WAGE
AREAS
IN
NEW
ENGLAND,
JANUARY
1945
(In
dollars)
Range
of
Average
Hourly
Earnings
by
Area
46
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47 .
occupations shown at the bottom of Table 13 still indicates
considerable dispersion in pay for the same job in the same
wage a rea.
The wide dispersion in average hourly earnings
within the same labor market apparently persist without any
compensating variation in job content, working conditions or
non-wage benefits. Ordinarily, it might be expected that
a general movement of workers fran low-wage to high-wage com-
panies would operate to eliminate any wide differences in pay
between establishments in the same wage area. While this
dispersion in pay in the same wage area might be due to union
action or the ability of some companies to pay high wa££s, it
also suggests a tendency for employers not to compete for la
labor on the basis of pay. The haphazard variation in pay
within labor markets would seem to indicate that workers are
(
2
)
not encouraged to canvass the market for the highest bidders.
As Joan Robinson has indicated, there is a strong conviction
in management circles "That it is a dastardly act for one
employer to lure away labour from another by higher wages." ( 3 )
1. Richard A. Lester, Review of Economic Statist ics , "Wage
Diversity and Its Theoretical Implications" Cambridge
Harvard University, Vol. 28, No. 3, August 1946, pp 157-158.
2. Richard A Lester, Economi cs of Labor
,
New York, The
Macmillan Co., 1947, p. 102
3. Joan Robinson, Essays in the Theory of Employment , London
Macmillan and Co., Ltd., London, 1937, p. 14.
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G. CONCLUSIONS
1. On the basis of the data presented in this inves-
tigation it is apparent that wage differences exist for
comparable work in various parts of New England. According
to Table 4 Springfield pays the highest wages among the areas
studied. Average wage levels of machinery establishme nt s in
Springfield are 21 percent higier than those of Lowell and
12 percent higher than those of Boston and Providence. Not
only does the average wage position of a number of New Eng-
land communities differ, but so also does the spread between
wages of the sample occupations. The indexes in Table 5
indicate that there is no consistent pattern of wages for
workers of specified skills in New England wage areas.
2. The wage structure of the machinery industry in
/
New England ha s a prominent place for supple moi tary wage
benefits such as incentive wage plans, nonproduction bonuses,
paid vacations, insurance and pension plans. The data in
Tables 6 and 7 indicate tint wage income in New England is
supplemented by generous non-wage benefits in comparison
with the rest of the country.
3. The wage position of a community appears to be
affected by the number of women workers in the population.
It is evident from Table 8 that women workers earn much less
than male workers in machinery establishments in New England.
As a consequence, there would seem to be a downward pressure
on the wage position of communities where women workers form
a substantial proportion of the working population.
..
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4. It would appear from the information in Table 9
that size of company has some effect on wage payments. The
data in Table 9 whow that large establishment s tend to pay
higher wages than the smaller establishments. This would
seem to be due in part to the economics of large-scale
production, and also to the fact that large companies are
more likely to have incentive 7/age plans.
5. One of the contr ibu ting factor s to wage differences
in machinery establishments appears to be the method of wage
payment that is used. This is clearly shown in Table 10
where it is evident that earnings based on incentive plans
tend to be higher than time earnings. Since it is the pur-
pose of incentive methods of wage payment to reward the
efficient producer, it would appear that wage differences
reflect to a large extent differences in the skill and in
the productivity of workers.
6. The statistics shown in Table 11 indicate that
wages in union plants tend to be higher than wages in non-
union plants. This would seem to indicate that the wage
structure of any area is considerably affected by the
acitvities of labor unions. The discrepancies tint exist
between union and non-union wages reflect the policy of
labor organizations to standardize wages and working condi-
at a level higher than that which would be established by
supply and demand.
7. The moving force in wage differentiation, however,
is neither method of wage payment, size of company or union
activities. While these elements contribute to wage
..
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differences, they are probably not the determining factor.
-The basic cause would seem to be disclosed in Tables 12 and
13 wherein it is noticeable that wide differences in wage
rates occur in the same community. The data in Tables 12
and 13 indicate that wage differences as high as $1.00 and
$1.20 per hour exist in the same occupation and area. These
conditions illustrate the imposs iblility of completely achiev-
ing equal wages for equivalent work. The fundamental cause of
wage differences is that manufactu ring establishments are not
equal in efficiency or productivity. Wages like any other
cost reflect the efficiency of management and labor. Because
companies differ in productivity, they must perforce differ
in wage payments. Consequently, it seems inevitable that
wage differences for comparable work will exist so long as
companies differ in ability to produce.
—.
APPENDIX I

1 MEASUREMENTS OF THE DATA
A. DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE DATA
The data to be utilized in this study have been
procured from a series of reports issued by the U. S. Bureau
of Labor Statisti cs • ^ ^ These reports present in detail
information on wages and related practices and are based on a
sample study of machinery establishments in selected wage
areas in New England. For each wage area are shown the
number of workers and their weighted average hourly earn-
ings by occupation. A frequency distribution by wage rate
intervals is also shown for all workers covered in the sur-
vey by plant and office occupations. The data are thus
already partially organized. It seems necessary, however,
to classify the data into uniform frequency tables in order
to show in a condensed form the nature of the distribution of
workers throughout the range of wage rates found in the machin-
ery industry in each wage area.
In Table 1 are introduced frequency distributions of
the data available for our use by means of a survey of wage
levels in the machinery industry conducted by the U. S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics in January 1945. The material here summar-
ized is the total number of plant and office woikers covered in
the survey and classified according to the wage rate intervals
1. U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Miscellaneous Machinery
,
Y/age and Related Practi ces and
Straight-Time Hourly ^ar ni rg s
,
1945, Boston, Mass.,
Serial Nos. 4, 5, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22.

TABLE
1:
DISTRIBUTION
OF
WORKERS
BY
AVERAGE
HOURLY
EARNING;
IN
MACHINERY
ESTABLISHMENTS
IN
NINE
Y/AGE
AREAS
IN
NEW
ENGLAND,
JANUARY
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listed in the first column of Table 1. These are hereafter
referred to as "total distributions". It should be noted that
the information detailed in Table 1 does not represent complete
coverage of the industry, but is in most cases based on a sample
study of machinery establishments in the areas indicated in the
captions. ^
The frequency distributions shown in Table 1 provide
a summary picture of the distribution of workers by average
hourly earnings in nine wage areas in New England. Even at this
stage in our analysis it is obvious that the nine series have a
number of features in common particularly with reference to cen-
tral tendency and skewness. It is difficult to compare these
series, however, because of the wide difference in the number of
workers included in each series. A more significant comparison
can be made if the number of workers in each wage-interval is
expressed as percentages of their respective totals. The infor-
mation in Table 2 is thus derived from Table 1, and the relative
( 2 )importance of each wage-interval is now more clearly disclosed.
The data in Tables 1 and 2 constitute tie raw ma terials
of this study. For purposes of analysis the form of presentation
illustrated in Table 2 lias distinct advantages over that of Table
1. The former tabulation presents in a condensed form the relative
distribution of workers throughout the range of wage rates.
1. See Table 2 in Chapter 1.
2. Frederick E. Coxton and Dudley J. Co?/den, Applied General
Statist ics t New York, Pre nt ice -Hall , Inc., 1946, p. 182.
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The common cba racter is ti cs of the nine series are thus brought
out, and two such may be mentioned immediately. It is appar-
ent that most of the workers are concentrated tov/ards the
lower end of the wage scale, and that comparatively few work-
ers are found at the higher levels of the wage-scale. It can
also be seen immediately that all the distributions are posi-
tively skewed.
The data of which we have made use so far in this
chapter are not sufficiently homogeneous to justify exclusive
use in this study. The data shown in Table 1 includes a
varying number of occupational classifications for each wage
area. Since this study is an analysis of wage differences
among wage areas in terms of occupational wage levels, it has
been considered necessary, for purposes of homogeneity
,
to
tabulate the number of workers and their average hourly earn-
ings in seventeen occupational classifications. It will then
be possible to base our analyses of wage differences on a
sample which is identical - in composition for all the wage
areas
.
The data assembled in Table 3 consequently represent
the working material for this study and are hereafter referred
to as” sample distributions”. These sample distributions
show the number of workers in seventeen job classifications
according to their average hourly earnings in each wage area.
The material in Table 4 was derived from that of Table 3 and
shows the percentage distribution of workers by wage-rate
intervals. A cursory comparison of the data in Tables 3 and 4
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.
with those of Tables 1 and. 2 shows similarities between the
total and sample series. As in Tables 1 and 2 it is evident
that the Y/orkers are concentrated towards the lower end of the
wage scale, and that also in Tables 3 and 4 the series are
positively skewed.
It is obviously desirable that the sample distribu-
tions should have the same or similar characteristics as the
total distributions of which they are a part. The extent to
which they conform can be brought out more effectively by
means of graphic comparison of the two series for each wage
area. When the percentage frequencies of Tables 2 and 4 are
depicted as in Charts 1 to 9
,
it is evident Hiat there is a
substantial amount of agreement. Ttere is, in spite of some
variations, a family resemblance between the total distribu-
tions and the sample distributions for each wage area. The
degree of difference may be indicated by the extent to which
the curve of the sample distribution fails to conform to the
curve of the total distribution for each wage area.
B. averages of the wage data
It has already been noted that the distributions of
wage data for the several wage areas are all of a similar
pattern, but these series still do not permit of easy compari-
son, and as yet do not indicate anything concerning the relative
wage conditions in the nine wage areas. The fact that the
greater number of workers are concentrated near the center of
each distribution with lesser numbers near the extremes justi-
fies the use of a central value to represent the entire distribu-
tion. Since there are several types of averages, it is necessary
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to select the particular type which is most thoroughly represen-
tative of the data.
The information reported in Table 5 includes three
different measures of central tendency v/hic h have been computed
in an attempt to determine a single characteristic value for
each pair of distributions to be used in this study. It is
immediately apparent that the mean, median and mode for each
distribution differ in value. In most cases the mean is greater
than the median which in turn is greater than the mode. The
marked divergence between the averages is due to the skewed
character of the series, since it is only in symmetrical distri-
butions that the mean, median and mode coincide. The effect of
positive skewness is clearly evident in these measures in that
it tends to change the value of the mean and median in the
direction of the skewness with the greatest increase showing in
tiie mean, since the latter measure is more affected by extreme
values than the median.
Besides revealing differences in the mean, median and
modal values for each distribution, there are also disclosed
differences between these averages for the total distribution
and the sample distribution in each wage area. These differ-
ences are significant, since they indicate the accuracy with
which each sample distribution may be used to represent its
1. Frederick E. Croxton and Dudley J. Cowden, Applied
General Statistics, New York, Pr enti ce-Hall~ Inc .
,
1946', p. 217
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respective wage area. The question that remains, therefore,
is that of selecting the type of average which will provide the
desired concept of central tendency in subsequent analysis
in this study. For various reasons the naan appears to be the
most generally useful average for our particular purposes. In
the first place the mean is probably the most familiar and
widely used average, since it lends itself more readily to statis-
tical analysis than other types of averages by virtue of its
sampling stability. The means of the distributions appear to be
more stable in value than the corresponding median and modal aver-
ages in Table 5. Also, the arithmetic mean is the measure used
by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics for similar types of
wage analysis.
TABLE 5: MEAN, MEDIAN AND MODAL AVERAGES OF WAGE DISTRIBUTIONS
FOR MACHINERY ESTABLISHMENTS IN NINE WAGE AREAS IN
NEW ENGLAND
,
JANUARY 1945
(JIn cents per houq? )
Wage Area
Mean Median Mo de
Total Sample Total Sample Total Sample
Bos ton 95, 5 94. 2 89. 4 90.0 84. 2 85 .0
Springfield 100,,9 104. 4 98. 4 105.6 88. 6 105 .8
Bridgeport 94, 6 94. 1 89. 5 89.7 77. 6 77 .2
War cester 90,,1 90. 7 86. 4 87.5 82. 6 85 .2
Providence 89, 5 95. 5 86. 0 91.6 79. 6 92 .1
New Haven 104, 6 99. 8 98. 5 101.2 88. 9 104 .8
Waterbury 95,,1 89. 6 91. 2 84.0 92. 8 82 .6
Hartford 89,,0 89. 5 85. 5 82.8 74. 7 91 .9
Lowell 84,,6 88. 2 81. 9 85.4 81. 1 79 .2
Source: Computed from Tables 2 and 4.
1. See Appendix II
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G. MEASURES OF VARIATION AND SKEWNESS
In an attempt to reduce the mass of data to manage-
able proportions, we have arrived at a sing le value with which
to describe each of the distributions of wage data. While an
average serves to condense a body of data, it does not by it-
self give a completely adequate description of the data. ^
It would seem that the significance of an average depends on
the degree of variation in the data. Since an average does
not indicate the spread or range of the data, it needs to be
supplemented by a measure of variation for each distribution.
In order to determine the extent of this variation,
two other statistical constants are needed. Of first import-
ance is a measure of dispersion which will indicate the distri-
bution of the data around the average. For this purpose we
shall employ the standard deviation arh the coefficient of
standard deviation which are absolute and relative measures of
dispersion respectively. Also needed is a measure of the degree
of symmetry in order to indicate whether or not there is an equal
distribution of workers around the average wage. For this pur-
pose the Pearsonian measure of skewness will be used.
The information reported in Table 6 is a schedule of
measurements of the degree of dispersion and skewness for each
pair of distributions in each wage area. In this table disper-
sion is expressed in terms of the original data and also as an
abstract percentage. For purposes of comparison the standard
1. Frederick G. Mills, Statistical Methods , Revised, New York,
Henry Holt and Company, 1940, p. 137.
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TABLE 6: DISPERSION AND SKEWNESS OF WAGE DATA FOR MACHINERY
ESTABLISHMENTS IN NINE WAGE AREAS IN NEW ENGLAND
JANUARY 1945
Wage
Area
Stan dal
Do via t-
ra a)
L on
Coefficient > 0 \
of S . . D. ( 3
)
. Skewness
Total Sample Total Sample Total Sample
Bos ton 24.4 23.8 26.2 25.3 .48 .53
Spring fie Id 24.0 21.4 23.8 20.5 .31 .11
Bridge por t 25,5 26.5 26 .9 28.2 .60 .50
Worcester 23.6 23.2 26.2 25.6 .46 .44
Pro vid ence 22.2 20.8 24.9 22.3 .45 .24
New Haven 32.4 23.1 31.0 23.1 .56 .18
Waterbury 20.4 22.6 21.9 25.2 .28 .74
Hartford 22.4 24.6 25.2 27.6 .50 .79
Lowell 20.6 22.7 24.3 25.7 .39 .63
1. In cents per hour
2. In percentages
3. Pearsonian measure of skewness
Source: Computed from Tables 2 and 4
deviations have been reduced to a relative form so that the co-
efficients of standard deviation indicate the relative variation
of the wage data from their respective means. Whether expressed
in terms of absolute or relative variability, however, it is
apparent that variation in the wage data is rather consistent
for both the total and sample distributions. Absolute varia-
bility as measured by the standard deviation indicates an
average dispersion of 20 to 25 cents around the mean in most
cases. The coefficient of standard deviation which measures
relative variability also indicates a comparatively consistent
degree of dispersion for both wage distributions in each area.
As a result it nay be concluded that the series are on the whole
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quite similar in terms of variability whi ch would seem to indi-
cate tha t wages in the nine wage areas are of a uniform pattern.
The last two columns of Table 6 present a measure of
skewness for each of the distributions and indicate the degree
of symmetry with which the workers are arranged about the
average hourly wage. The measure of skewness used in this
analysis is tiat developed by Pearson and is based on a compar-
ison of the relative position of the mean, median and mode. In
a normal, symmetrical distribution the mean, median and mode
coincide, and the value of the Pearsonian measure of skewness
would consequently be zero. When, however
,
the cases are di-
spersed about the average in an uneven asymmetrical fashion, the
averages are pulled apart to the extent that in a moderately
skewed distribution the mean and the mode will be most distant
with the median falling about one-third of the distance from the
mean to the mode. On this basis all the series with one
exception show a considerable degree of positive skewness. It
is apparent that the range of skewness is considerably greater
in the sample distributions than in the total distributions which
is suggestive of sampling fluctuations.
Thus far, analysis of wage data for machinery establish-
ments has yielded two frequency distributions for each of nine
wage areas in New England showirg workers distributed according to
average hourly earnings; three types of averages which indicate
1. Frederick C. Mills, Statistical Methods
,
Revised, New York
Eenry Holt and Company, 1940, pp. 108-159.
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65 .
the hourly wage around which most workers center; and three
measures of variation which indicate the variability of wage
payments in each area. At this point it is necessary to
make mention of the assumption underlying the foregoing sta-
tistical measurements. These measurements hold true only to
the extent that the wage distributions approxirrete the normal
curve of error. Some effort has already been made to deter-
mine whether the data are approximately normal by means of
grouping the data into frequency tables and by plotting the
data in frequency curves. It would seem from these demonstra-
tions that the data are approximately normal.
It is possible to subject the wage data to a stricter
test for normality by analyzing the series in terms of their
standard deviations. In a normal distribution about 68.5 per-
cent of the cases should be included if one standard deviation
is measured on each side of the mean; 95.5 percent if two
standard deviations are thus measured from the mean; and 99.7
percent of the cases if three standard deviations are laid off
on each side of the mean. By means of these relationships we
are provided with another criterion for determining the normal-
ity of the series of wage data. The information reported in
Table 7 indicates that the series of wage data with which we are
dealing come at least within hailing distance of tie prescribed
relationships as defined above. Consequently, since the data
appear to be approximately normal, the measuremoits which have
been developed can be interpreted with some degree of exactitude.
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TABLE 7: TEST FOR NORMALITY OF WAGE DISTRIBUTIONS OF MACHINERY
ESTABLISBMENTS IN NINE WAGE AREAS IN NEW ENGLAND
JANUARY 1945
Wage
Percent of Woikers included within
1 Standard
Deviati ons
2 Standard
Deviat ions
3 Standard '
Deviati ons
Area Total Sample To tal Sample Total Sample
Boston 67.8 68.8 96.6 96.5 99.1 99.2
Springfield 67.9 65.2 95.7 95.3 99.5 99.8
Bridgeport 72.6 70.2 95.8 95.8 98.7 98.8
Worcester 68.6 65.4 95.8 95.7 99.3 99.2
Pro vidence 70.7 68.4 95.8 95.1 99.2 99.6
New Haven 73.8 66.5 95.6 95.8 98.8 99.6
Water bury 69.0 71.3 94.7 93.5 99.2 99.5
Hartford 68.2 70.7 95.7 95.5 99.1 99.5
Lowell 68.1 68.8 94.8 93.9 99.8 100.0
Sour ce Computed from Tables 1 and 3

CHART 1: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF WORKERS
BY AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS IN MACHINERY
ESTABLISHMENTS IN BOSTON
JANUARY 1945
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CHART 2: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF WORKERS
BY AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS IN MACHINERY
ESTABLISHMENTS IN SPRINGFIELD
JANUARY 1945
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CHART 3: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF WORKERS
BY AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS IN MACHINERY
ESTABLISHMENTS IN BRIDGEPORT
JANUARY 1945
Percent
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CHART 4: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF WORKERS
BY AVERAGE PIOURLY EARNINGS IN MACHINERY
ESTABLISHMENTS IN WORCESTER
JANUARY 1945
Percent
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APPENDIX II

II RELIABILITY OF THE SAMPLE DATA
It would seem to be appropriate at this point to
come to some conclusion regarding the reliability of the data
that have been assembled for this study. The data comprise
nine pairs of wage distributions for a like number of areas,
thereby providing two sample distribution for each area.
It has already been observed in Appendix I that the wage
data seem to approximate the normal curve of error. Because
of this apparent unity in the data, it has been possible to
condense and summarize the data by means of statistical
methods. As a result various statistical measurements have
been developed which describe certain features and relation-
ships of the wage data.
These measures of central tendency, dispersion and
skewness are not, however, the last word in our analysis.
The purpose of this study is not completely served by an
accurate description of the given ?/age data. It is also our
purpose to extend the results of this analysis to the entire
field of inquiry of which the given data is a part. As a
consequence, it is next necessary to determine the extent to
which we may apply to the larger field or universe the con-
clusions derived from the analysis c£ the sample data.
The data to be utilized in this study have been
considered in detail in previous sections. It has already
been explained that in order to accomplish the purpose of
this study certain criteria have been fixed upon in order to
assure comparability and homogeneity in the wage data. The
pairs of wage series which are detailed in Tables 1 to 4
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inclusive form the basis of this study. The distributions in
Tables 1 and 2 which have been referred to as the "total
distributions" are a summary of the original survey, but these
series are of such a diversified occupational structure in each
area as to be completely inadequate for purposes of comparative
analysis. The total distributions are, hov/ever, the nearest
approach to a complete coverage of the entire body of wages in
the machinery industry in New England. Consequently, the
characteristics of the total distributions will serve as con-
trols in judging the reliability and representative character
of the sample data which have been selected for this study.
The series of wage data in Tables 5 and 4 which have
been referred to as "sample distributions" are, as has already
been indicated, derived from the total distributions. By means
of the former distributions we hope to secure a sample which
will have the characteristics of the entire field of wages in
the machinery industry in New England. The sample data have
been selected according to criteria previously described, and
these series are intended to represent the entire structure of
wages in the machinery industry in nine wage areas in New
England. The question that is raised at this point is whether
the attributes of the sample data will be a resonable approxi-
mation of the characteristics of the whole body of wage data in
this industry in New England. If the sample data can be regarded
as an accurate representation of the larger field, they can be
made the basis for conclusions and estimates with reference to
relative wage levels in the machinery industry in New EngLand.
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Consequently, it remains to discover whether the sample
wage data have the characteristics of the population from which
they were taken. It has already been noted that corresponding
measurements for the total and sample distributions differ in
value. These differences do not necessarily indicate that the
sample distributions are not representative of our universe of
wage data. Due to the fact that the coverage of the sample falls
short of the field of inquiry, it is inevitable that the attri-
butes of the sample will differ from the entire body of wage data
of which the sample is a part.^^ These differences are due to
sampling fluctuations which may be attributable to chance. It
is possible, however, to define the limits of these chance
( 2 )fluctuations in our sample wage data. If the measurements
of the sample wage data fall within the limits prescribed by
the laws of probability, it can be reasonably assumed that the
sample distributions are representative, and that measurements
derived from these distributions can be applied to the entire
field of inquiry.
The procedure to be followed in testing the fluctua-
tions of the sample data is to compare the measurements of the
sample dis tributions with t.ose of the total distributions
which are the nearest thing available to a complete coverage
of the universe inquiry, more specifically, it is necessary
to determine whether the means and standard deviations of the
sample distributions are significantly different from the means
1. Frederick C. Mills, Sta tistical Methods
,
Revised, New York,
Henry Holt and Company, 1940, p. 463
. Ibid
.
p. 463.2
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and standard deviations of the total distributions. We shall
therefore, set up the hypothesis that the differences in measure-
ments for two samples drawn fran the same population should be
zero. Theoretically it may be assumed that measurements derived
from successive samples should have the same value. On this
basis the probability of such differences occurring as have been
observed in the computed measurements will be determined. If the
observed differences are such that they could hardly be due to
sampling variations, it may be concluded that the differences be-
tween the sample and total distributions are significant.
The above procedure provides an abstract measure of
sampling reliability. Its object is to determine whether the
measurements derived from the total and sample distributions are
consistent in terms of probabilities. If the attributes of the
two distributions are found to be similar in terms of probabili-
ties, it may be assumed that each pair of distributions are repre-
sentative of the parent population. This would signify that the
characteristics of the sample distributions which have been
selected for this study can be made the basis for judgments and
estimates regarding similar characteristics in the whole field of
wages in the machinery industry in New England.
The problem that now arises is to measure the signifi-
cance of the differences between the means and standard deviations
of tne sample distributions with those of the total distributions.
1. Frederick E. Coxton and Dudley J. Cowden, Applied General
Stati sties
,
New York, Trent ice Hall, Inc., 1946, p. 311.
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The problem is essentially one of determining whether the sample
distributions are representative of the parent population. The
true measurements of the parent population are, however, not
known. The nearest equivalent are the measurements of the total
distributions which summarize the findings of the original wage
survey, and with which the measurements of the sample distribu-
tions must now be compared.
The measurement to be used for this purpose is an appli-
cation of the standard error of the mean and the standard error of
the standard deviation. The standard error provides a measure of
the variation that may be expected in sample means and standard
deviations due to chance fluctuations in sampling. ^ The method
consists of determining the standard error of the difference be-
tween sample means and standard deviations can be compared with
the observed difference between these measurements, and the prob-
ability that such differences might occur can be determined.
The procedure may be expressed in mathemat ical terms as
follows: The standard error of the difference between two means
where is 'tiie standard error of the difference between
the means of the total and sample distributions; 6
^
is the stand-
ard error of the mean of the total distribution; 6 x2 is the
error of the mean of the sample distribution.
1. Frederick E. Coxton and Dudley J. Cow den, Applie d General
Stati sti cs
,
New York, Ire ntice -Hall
,
Inc., 1946, p. 308
. Ibid. p. 3182
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.
The standard error of the difference between two
standard deviations is given by ^ 1 ' .
where 6^,-^ is the standard error of the difference between the
standard deviations of the total and sample distributions: Gc
is the standard error of the standard deviation of the sample
distribution. By means of the above mathematical expressions it
will be possible to determine the significance of the differences
between tne corresponding means and standard deviations of the
total and sample distributions, and also the probability that
such differences as have been observed might occur.
The results of the mathematical analysis described
above are summarized in Table 1. The standard errors of differ-
ence shown in Table 1 constitute the desired measure of signifi-
cance between the means and standard deviations of the total ana
sample distributions. Since the standard errors of difference
vary for each area, it is necessary to decide on some standard
of significance whereby it can be determined which of the observed
differences are significant and which are not. It would seem that
tne minimum standard that can be accepted should not exceed a
standard error of three which means that there is only one chance
out of 1000 that a given difference between observed values would
( 2 )
occur. ' ' By this standard we may determine from Table 1
that there is a substantial lack of agree-
1. Frederick E. Coxton and Dudley J. Cowden
,
AppliedC-eneral
Statistics
,
New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1946, p. B44.
2. Albert E . Waugh, Elements of Stati st ical method , Second
Edition, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 194b,
p. 2b2.

ment between the sample means for Springfield, Providence, Pew
Haven and Waterbury .
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We are now in a position to form conclusions regard-
ing the validity of the statistical measurements that have been
developed for this study. The problem at issue is one of
determining the likelihood that measurements derived from sample
data relating to a parent population are correct. The measure-
ments have been tested in terms of probabilities. In the appli-
cation of this test it has been assumed that the results Qf the
original survey by the Bureau of Labor Statistics may be used to
represent the parent population in the absence of complete data.
Consequently, the probability of such differences occurring as
have been observed between sample population measurements is
indicated by the size of the standard errors of difference in
Table I
.
TABLE I. SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SAMPLE MEANS AND
STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF WAGES IN MACHINERY ESTABLISHMENTS
IN NINE WAGE AREAS IN NEW ENGLAND, JANUARY 1945
Wage Areas
Standard Error of
Sample Means
Standard Error
of Sample
Standard Deviations
Boston 1.00 1.00
Springfield 5.85 6.50
Bridgeport .50 1.45
Worcester .50 .50
Provid ence 5.00 2.33
New Haven 2.82 7.75
Wa terbury 11.70 11.00
Hartford .21 2.20
Lowell 2.57 2.10
Source: Computed from information given in Table 5.
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It has been decided to interpret the test on the
hypothesis that a standard error of less than three indicates
that the difference between the measurements is not signifi-
cant. On this basis it can be demonstrated that six of the
sample distributions are not significantly different from the
parent population. If, on the other hand, the standard error
is more than three, the difference must be considered signifi-
cant. This would seem to indicate that the sample distributions
falling outside the prescribed limit are not representative of
the parent population due to the operation of forces other than
chance
.
The fact that three of the sample distributions do not
adequately represent the parent population does not entirely
destroy their usefulness for our purposes. The purpose of this
study is to analyze relative wage levels in nine Y/age areas on
the basis of seventeen occupational classifications in each
area, and it would seem that the defective samples might still
be used in carrying out this plan. The preceding tests merely
indicate tint measurements derived from the defective samples
cannot be applied with. complete justification to the entire
population of wages in the machinery industry in New England.
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appendix III

TABLE 1: WEIGHTED AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS OF 'WORKERS IN
MACHINERY INDUSTRY IN BOSTON, 3VL . SSA C :USETTS
,
JANUARY 1945
Number Average
of Hourly Aggregate
Occupation Wor ker s Earnings Earnings
Assemblers, A 79 «j>l .05 v 81.57
Assemblers, B 121 .91 110.11
Assemblers, C 52 .74 25.68
Carpenters, maintenance 22 .98 21.56
Janitor s 48 .71 54.08
Machine tool operators,
miscellaneous rnach. 65 .95 80.75
Stock clerks 71 .81 57.51
Tool and die makers 65 1.19 74.97
Turret-la the operators,
a
56 1.15 64.40
Turret-lathe operators, B 50 .95 47.50
Turret-lathe operators, C 40 .82 52.80
Truck drivers 19 .85 16 .15
'Working foremen 94 1.21 115.74
Drill-press operators,
single & multipe
spindle, C 58 .71 41.18
Inspectors, C 51 .69 55.19
Clerks, payroll 56 .71 25.56
Clerk- typists 55 .58 19.14
Totals 958 $879. 69
Weighted Average Houily Earnings: #0.918
Source: U. S. Deprrtmait of Labor
,
Bureau of Labor
Statistics, l iscellaneous Machinery
,
Wage and
Relaxed Fra ctiees and Straight -Time Hourly Earn -
ings
,
January, 1945, Boston, Massachuse tts
,
Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22.
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TABLE 2 : WEIGHTED AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS OF WORKERS IN
MACHINERY INDUSTRY IN SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS,
JANUARY 1945
Number Average
of Hourly Aggregate
Occupu tion Workers Earnings Earnings
Assemblers, A 207 #1.17 # 242.19
Assemblers, B 211 1.04 219.44
Assemblers, C 58 .89 55.82
Carpenters, maintenance 15 1.05 15.45
Janitors 107 .85 90.25
Machine tool operators,
miscellaneous ma ch
.
44 .96 42.24
Stock clerks 79 .85 65.57
Tool and die makers 81 1.25 99.65
Turret-lathe operators,
A
160 1.24 128.40
Turret-lathe opera t or s,B 58 1.00 56.00
Turret-lathe opera tor s,C 52 .87 27.84
Truck drivers 24 .90 21.60
Working for emen 151 1.25 185.75
Drill-press operators,
single & multiple
spindle
,
C 56 .65 50.60
Inspectors, C 75 .78 58.50
Clerks, payroll
Clerk-typists
26 .78 20.28
66 .71 46 .86
Total
s
1410 #1457 .10
Weighted Average Hourly Earnings: #1.055
Source: U. S. Department of Labor
,
Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Miscellaneous Machinery
,
Wage and
Related Practices and Straight-Time Hourly .aarn
ings
,
January, 1245, Boston, Massachusetts,
Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12, 15, 18, 19, 20
,
21, 22.
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TaBLE 5: WEIGHTED average hourly ear ings or workers in
MACHINERY INDUSTRY IN BRIDGEPORT', CONNECTICUT,
JANUARY 1945
Number
of
Average
Hourly Aggregate
Occupa tion Workers Earnings Earnings
Assemblers, A 66 iji>0 .96 63.36
Assemblers, B 76 .93 70.68
Assemblers, C 57 .79 29 .23
Carpenters, ma intenance 13 1.01 13.13
Janitors 42 .75 51 .50
Machine tool operators,
miscellaneous machines 59 .91 35.49
Stock clerks 46 . 86 39.56
Tool and die makers 83 1.29 107.07
Turret-lathe operators, A 37 1.19 44.03
Turret-lathe operators, B 31 1.07 53.17
Turret-lathe operators, C 45 1.05 47.25
Truck drivers 8 .64 6.72
Working foremen 78 1.27 99.06
Drill-press operators, single
& multiple spindle, C 51 .78 39.78
Inspectors, C 155 .76 117.80
Clerks, Payroll 17 .76 12.92
Clerk-typis ts 26 .65 16.90
Totals 850 v807 .65
Weighted Average Hourly warnings: ^0.950
Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureap of Labor Statistics,
Miscellane ous Machinery
,
Wage ard Rel ted Pra ctices
and Stra ight - Time Hourly Earnings
,
January, 1945,
Boston, Massachusetts, -Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12, 15, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22.
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TABLE 4: WEIGHTED AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS OE WORKERS IN
MACHINERY INDUSTRY IN WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS,
JANUARY 1945
Number
of
average
Hourly Aggregate
Occupation Yjorkers Earnings Earnings
Assemblers, A 51 <ii>l . 07 $ 55.17
Assemblers, B 76 .95 70.68
Assemblers, C 29 .95 26.97
Carpenters, maintenance 15 1.05 15.45
Janito rs 27 .67 18.09
Machine tool operators,
miscellaneous machines 59 .81 51.59
Stock clerks 15 .75 11.25
Tool end dae makers 52 1.15 56.80
Turret-lathe operators, A 25 1.05 25.75
Turret-lathe operators, B 15 .88 15.20
Turret-lathe operators, C 7 .78 5.46
Truck drivers 10 .89 8.90
Working fo lernen 50 1.12 56.00
Drill-press operators,
single and muliple spindle 25 .78 19.50
Inspectors,, C 52 .66 54.52
Clerks, payroll 15 .65 8.45
Clerk- typists 27 .59 15.95
488 $ 451.51
V/ei^ated Average HourLy Earnings: § 0.884
Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Mis ce 11a neous Machinery , Y/age and Relat ed I rac tices
and Strai ght-Time Hourl y Earnings , January, 1945
Boston, Massachusetts, Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12, 15, 18,
19, 20, 21
,
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TABLE 5: WEIGHTED AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS OF WORKERS IN
MACHINERY INDUSTRY IN PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
JANUARY 1945
Number
of
Average
Hourl
y
Aggregate
Occupation Wor ke rs Earnings Earnings
Assemblers, A 90 ft 0.97 ft 87.30
Assemblers, B 122 .89 108.58
Assemblers, C 43 .77 33.11
Carpenters, Ma intenance 20 .92 18.40
Janitors 39 .67 26.13
Machine tool operators
miscellaneous machines 91 .89 80.99
Stock clerks 30 .77 23.10
Tool and die makers 108 1.21 130.68
Turret-lathe opera tors,
A
37 1.04 38.48
Turret-lathe operators,B 52 .97 50.44
Turret-lathe operator s,C 16 .94 15.04
Truck drivers 16 .82 13.12
Working foremen 101 1.08 109.08
Drill-press operators,
single and mutiple
spindle
,
C 19 .73 13.87
Inspectors, C 59 .69 40.71
Clerks
,
payroll 26 .68 17.68
Cler ks-typis ts 28 .59 16.52
Totals 897 ft823.23
Weighted Average Hourly Earnings: $ 0,918
Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statisti
Miscellaneous Machinery
,
Wags and Related Practices
and Stra ight-Time Hourly Earnings
,
January, 1945,
Boston, Massachusetts
,
Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12, 13, 18
19, 20, 21, 22.

TABLE 6: WEIGHTED AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS OF WORKERS IN
MACHINERY INDUSTRY IN NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
JANUARY, 1945
Number
of
Average
Hourl
y
Aggregate
Occupa tion Wor ke r s Earnings Earnings
Assemblers, A 55 1.15 ^59 . 55
Assemblers, B 42 .96 40.52
Assemblers, C 14 .86 12.04
Carpenters, maintenance 8 1.08 8.64
Janitors 17 .71 12.07
Machine tool operators,
miscellaneous machines 12 .98 11.76
Stock clerks 6 .77 4.62
Tool and die makers 21 1.20 25.20
Turret-lathe operators,
A
18 1.18 21.24
Turret-lathe operators,B 15 1.05 15.59
Turret-lathe operators,
C
12 .87 10.44
Truck drivers 9 .97 8.75
Working foremen 26 1.16 50.16
Drill press operators,
single and mutiple
spindle
,
C 10 .64 6.40
Inspectors, C 6 .68 4.08
Clerks, payroll 12 .71 8.52
Clerk- typists 5 .66 5.50
Totals 266 $260.46
Weighted Average Hourly Earnings: $ 0.979
Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistic
Miscellaneous Machinery
,
Wage and Related I ra c t ic e
s
,
and Straight-Time Hourl y Earn ings , January, 1945
Boston, Massachusetts, Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12, 15, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22.
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TABLE 7: WEIGHTED AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS OF WORKERS IN
MACHINERY INDUSTRY IN WATERBURY, CONNECTICUT
January, 1945
Number
of
Occupation Workers
Average
Hourly
Earnings
Aggrega te
Earnings
Assemblers, A 188 $ 1 .08 $ 203.04
Assemblers, B 230 .98 225.40
Assemblers, C 181 1.01 182.81
Carpenters, maintenance 84 1.04 87.36
Janitors 405 .82 332.10
Machine tool operators,
miscellaneous machines 35 .94 32.90
Stock clerks 321 .91 292.11
Tool and die makers 521 1.37 713.77
Turret-lathe opera tors,
A
75 1.15 86.25
Turret-lathe operator s,B 89 1.07 95.23
Turret-lathe operators,C 9 .90 8.10
Truck drivers 62 .99 61.38
Working foremen 605 1.12 677.60
Drill-press operators,
single and multiple
spindle
,
C 84 .83 69.72
Inspectors, C 3716 .76 2824.16
Clerks
,
payroll 54 .68 36.72
Clerk-typists 59 .64 37.76
Totals 6718 $5966.41
Weighted Average Hourly Earnings: $ 0,888
Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Miscellaneous Machinery
,
Wage and Related Practices
,
and Straight-Time Hourly Karni ngs , January, 1945
Boston, Massachusetts
,
Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12, 13, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22.
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TABLE 8: WEIGHTED AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS OF W GREERS IN
MACHINERY INDUSTRY IN HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
JANUARY, 1945
Occupati on
Number
of
Average
Hourl y Aggregate
Workers Earnings Earnings
Assemblers, A 6 $0 * 99 $5 5.94
Assemblers, B 44 1.06 46.64
Assemblers, C 47 ,83 39.01
Carpenter, maintenance 4 .98 3.92
Janitors 36 .71 25.56
Machine tool operators,
miscellaneous machines 19 .93 17.67
Stock clerks 15 .80 12.00
Tool and die makers 46 1.23 56.58
Turret-lathe operators,
A
5 .96 4.80
Turret-lathe operator s,B 13 1.10 14.30
Turret-lathe operators,C 6 1.01 6.06
Truck drivers 8 .87 6.96
Working foremen 13 1.27 16.51
Drill-press operators,
single and multiple
spindle
,
C 32 .75 24.00
Inspectors, C 73 .68 49.64
Clerks-payroll 12 .71 8.52
Clerk-typists 19 .62 11.78
Totals 398 $>349.89
Weighted Average Hourly Earnings: $> 0,879
U • 3. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Miscellaneous Machinery
,
Wage and Related Practices
,
and Straig ht-Tirae Hourly Earni ngs
,
January 1945,
Boston, Massachusetts, Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12, 13, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22.
Source
:

TABLE 9: WEIGHTED AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS CF WORKERS IN
MACHINERY INDUS TRY IN LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS
JANUARY, 194 5
Occupation Number Average
of Hourly Aggregate
Workers Ea rni ng s Ea mi ngs
Assemblers, A 31 #1.03 $ 31.93
Assemblers, B 34 .84 28.56
Assemblers, C 52 .74 38.48
Carpenters, maintenance 7 .85 5.95
Janitors 14 .65 9.10
Machine tool operators,
miscellaneous machines 13 .86 11.18
Stock clerks 10 .75 7.50
Tool and die makers 19 1.07 20.33
Turret-lathe operators,
A
22 .95 20.90
Turret-lathe operators,
B
17 .82 13.94
Turret-lathe operators, C 8 • 66 5.28
Truck drivers 6 .79 4.74
Working foremen 40 1.12 44.80
Drill-press operators,
single and multiple
spindle
,
C 13 • 66 8.58
Inspectors, C 3 .69 2.07
Clerks, payroll 10 .60 6.00
Clerk-typis ts 12 .56 6.72
Total 311 #266 .06
Weighted Average Hourly Earnings: $ 0,855
Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Miscellaneous Machi nery
,
Wage and Relat ed Pract ices
,
and Straight- Time Hourly Earni ngs
,
January, 1945,
Boston, Massachusetts, Serial Nos. 4, 6, 12, 13, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22.
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TABLE 10: WEIGHTED AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS OF WORKERS
IN MACHINERY INDUSTRY IN NEW ENGLAND
JANUARY 1945
Number
of Aggregate
Wage Area Workers Earnings
Spr ingfie Id
,
Mas s
.
1410 $ 1457.10
New Haven, Conn 266 260.46
Bridgeport, Conn. 850 807.65
Boston, Mass. 958 879.69
Providence, R. I. 897 823.23
Water bury, Conn. 6718 5966.41
Worcester, Mass. 488 431.51
Hartford, Conn. 398 349.89
Lowell, Mass. 311 266.06
Totals 12,296 $11,242.00
Composite Regional Average : $ 0.914
Source: Appendix III, Tables 1 through 9.
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